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Format-Independent Motion Content Description based on
Spatiotemporal Visual Sensitivity
Xuefeng Pan, Jintao Li, Member, IEEE, Yongdong Zhang, Sheng Tang and Lejun Yu
Abstract — With the extensive application of digital video
technology,
developing
format-independent
motion
describing method is of great significance for retrieving and
searching video content in different formats. In this paper, a
format-independent motion describing method for video
content is proposed. The features based on visual sensitivity
are extracted from spatiotemporal slice. Since the same video
content gives the same visual stimuli to visual perception, the
method based on this kind of visual sensitivity related feature
is format-independent. The experiments show the feature
proposed is sensitive to the variation of video content and
robust to the variation of video format. The motion
describing method proposed is format-independent1.
Index Terms — visual sensitivity, format-independent,
motion content description, spatiotemporal slice

I. INTRODUCTION
With the extensive application of digital video technology,
more and more video contents are encoded in different
formats to meet different requirements. How to retrieve and
search the video content in different formats is important for
video application. The motion information of video content is
widely used in video indexing, retrieval and annotation
[3][4][5][8]. Kinds of motion descriptors have been proposed
to fulfill different requirements. Some visual motion
descriptors are included as a part of MPEG-7 standard [1].
Developing format-independent motion describing method is
of great significance for retrieving and searching video
content in different format. Nevertheless, this issue has not
been extensively discussed.
Some block motion vector based describing methods have
been proposed for MPEG video. A temporal and a spatial
motion activity descriptor based on P frame macroblock were
presented in [2]. Peker used average magnitude and average
temporal derivative of motion vectors to analyze motion
activity in [3]. Tan used motion vectors to estimate camera
motion in [4]. Zhu classified camera motion using motion
vectors to develop an efficient browsing, summarizing and
retrieving system for video content in [5]. Some other motion
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describing methods are pixel based. Most of them are used to
estimate the dominant motion of two adjacent video frames.
Dufaux and Konrad proposed an efficient global motion
estimating method using gradient descent over a pyramid of
images in [6]. Keller used a small subset of the original
image pixels and an interpolation-free formulation to
decrease the computational complexity of global motion
estimation in [7]. Besides these, Ngo used the structure tensor
and tensor histogram to classify the camera motion types and
separate the motion layers in [8].
However, the two kinds of methods are not suitable for
format-independent video motion description. Firstly, the
block motion vector information is hard to obtain in nonMPEG video. Secondly, the pixel based technique is not
robust to pixel value variation in encoding procedure.
Three kinds of format-independent video copy detection
methods were analyzed in [9]. The ordinal measure (OM) has
shown superior performance than motion and color based
features for format-independent video content representing.
Furthermore, the OM is combined with temporal trail of
frames to gain better performance in [10] by Kim. But
according to visual perception theory, the motion information
is very important to human visual perception. Since same
video content gives same stimuli to visual perception, we
think the visual sensitivity related motion features will be
remained no matter the content be encoded in what format.
In this paper, we propose a format-independent motion
describing method based on visual sensitivity using
spatiotemporal slice DCT. The low-frequency AC DCT
coefficients of slice are taken as motion description for video
content. Experiments show the proposed describing method
is sensitive to variation of video content and is robust to
variation of video format. The comparison further indicates
the motion describing method proposed in this paper is more
effective than the temporal OM based method proposed in
[10] in format-independent video copy detection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the proposed approach in detail. Experiments and
comparison results are given in Section 3. Then in Section 4,
the proposed approach is concluded.
II. MOTION CONTENT DESCRIPTION BASED ON
SPATIOTEMPORAL VISUAL SENSITIVITIES
Because the same video content gives the same visual
stimuli no matter in what format, the visual sensitivity based
features are quite stable during format variation. So this kind
of features is suitable for format-independent motion
describing.
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A. Visual Sensitivity and Motion Stimuli
Firstly, the relation between visual sensitivity and motion
stimuli is introduced. By assuming that the visual system is
optimized to process natural images in real world, a
relationship was generated for the power spectrum of natural
time-varying image sequence (R), the visual sensitivity (K)
and the noise power (N) in [11]:

K=

(1 R )1 2

(1)

(1 + N R )3 2

If an object at distance r from the observer is moving with
a relative velocity v , the power spectrum of the time-varying
image sequence showing this scene is given in [12]:
(2)
R ( f , ω , v , r ) = R s ( f )σ ( ω − f ⋅ v / r )
Where f is spatial frequency and

ω

is temporal frequency;

σ (ω − f ⋅ v / r ) is the Dirac delta function which is zero
everywhere except for ω = f ⋅ v / r ; and Rs ( f ) is the spatial
power spectrum of the image representing the static object,
which is given by Rs ( f ) = C f m according to [13]. Further
research show the power spectrum of natural time-varying
images sequence is [12]:

R( f , ω ) =

C
f

m +1

ω

F( )
f

defined as Fig. 2 is used to study the spatiotemporal
coherency of slice. In which S is the spatial dimension and T
is the temporal dimension.

Fig. 2. A part of spatiotemporal slice from a soccer video clip. The
original slice is converted into gray image for display.

With a W×H slice, we resize it to W×N. Then the slice is
converted to gray image and segmented into N×N blocks. We
call this kind of block Sub (Slice Unit Block). Then, discrete
cosine transform (DCT) is used to analysis Sub in frequency
domain to generate visual sensitivity related features. The
output of a 2-D FDCT (forward DCT) is a set of coefficients
which can be considered as weights of a set of standard ‘basis
functions’ [15]. 8×8 DCT basis functions are given in Fig. 3.
From the top-left, moving to the right, the functions contain
increasing horizontal spatial frequency; moving down, the
functions contain increasing vertical spatial frequency;
moving diagonally to the right and down, the functions
contain both horizontal and vertical frequencies.

(3)

Where C is a constant and F (ω f ) is some function of the
ratio ω f . This show the power spectrum of natural image
sequence is non-separable in space and time. This is the
motivation of using spatiotemporal slice in this paper.
B. Visual Sensitivity based Motion Feature Extracting via
Spatiotemporal Slice DCT
In order to extract spatiotemporal coupling features, we
use spatiotemporal slice to analyze video content.
Spatiotemporal slice is a finite plane in the 3-D
spatiotemporal image volume at a given position with a given
orientation [14]. In this paper, the row at the middle of frame
is used to cascade horizontal temporal slice as shown in Fig.
1, because the main subject of video content often occurs at
the middle region. The column at the middle of frame also
can be used to cascade vertical temporal slice.

x

t
y
Fig. 1. Extract spatiotemporal slice from video.

As a collection of scans at the same position of every
frame in time sequence, spatiotemporal slice contains
spatiotemporal coupling features. The coordinate system

Fig. 3. 8×8 DCT basis functions [15] and the frequency in spatial and
temporal dimension of Sub

In the DCT basis functions for Sub, the frequency in
temporal dimension ω increases in horizontal direction, the
frequency in spatial dimension f increases in vertical
direction as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the coefficients of
different DCT basis can represent the value of different ω f .
As shown in (1) and (3), the contrast sensitivity K is a
function of ω f . So the coefficients of different DCT basis
for Sub can be used as sensitivity related features of video
content.
We use two examples to illustrate how sensitivity related
motion information is reflected with slice DCT. Firstly,
consider the situation of a vertical bar moving from left to
right as shown in Fig. 4(a). An 8×8 picture is used to portray
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this situation as shown in Fig. 4(b). Let the bar move to right
at the speed of one pixel per-frame (denoted as speed=1), the
horizontal slice of frame sequence is shown in Fig. 4(c).
When the speed is changed to two pixel per-frame (denoted
as speed=2), the horizontal slice of frame sequence is as Fig.
4(d).

Y

Y

X

X

(a)

(b)
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proportional to the horizontal moving speed of same object.
Because f is constant for same object, ω f of horizontal
slice is also proportional to the speed.
Then consider the situation of two vertical bar moving
from left to right with speed=2 as illustrated in Fig. 6(a).
When this situation is portrayed with an 8×8 picture, the
spatial frequency in horizontal direction is about treble of
basic frequency. The horizontal slice of frame sequence is
given in Fig. 6(b). Fig. 7 represents the DCT coefficients
intensity of every basis in spatial dimension. As shown in
Fig. 7, the intensity reaches the maximum at the treble of
basic frequency. The coefficients represent the actual spatial
frequency well.

X
X

T
(c)
(d)
Fig. 4. A vertical bar moves from the left to the right. (a) A picture of
moving process; (b) The picture of 8×8; (c) The horizontal slice when the
bar moving with speed=1; (d) The horizontal slice when the bar moving
with speed=2.

T
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. Two vertical bars move from the left to the right. (a) A picture of
moving process; (b) The horizontal slice when the bars moving with
speed=2.
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Fig. 5. The coefficients intensity of DCT basis in temporal dimension.
The first DCT basis represents the DC component. The second basis
represents the basic frequency. The third basis is double of the basic
frequency. The fifth basis is four times of the basic frequency.

Then 2-D 8×8 DCT is used to analyze the motion
information represented by the slices. The DCT coefficients
intensity of every basis in temporal dimension is given in Fig.
5. When speed =1, the intensity of coefficients reaches the
maximum at the double of basic frequency. When speed=2,
the intensity reaches the maximum at the four times of basic
frequency. That is to say ω of horizontal slice is
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DCT basis index
Fig. 7. The coefficients intensity of DCT basis in spatial dimension. The
first DCT basis represents the DC component. The second basis
represents the basic frequency. The fourth basis is treble of the basic
frequency.

These two examples illustrate how DCT coefficients of
slice represent the sensitivity related motion features. So we
can use DCT coefficients to form format-independent
features for motion content. In practice, the slice block size
should be selected for convenience of DCT computing. Take
this into consideration, we let N=32. An example of
analyzing temporal slices blocks is given in Fig. 8.
Then a feature vector for Sub is derived from DCT
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coefficients. Fig. 9 represents the stand deviation of the DCT
coefficients derived from 8000 slice blocks of a video
database which contains movie, sports, news content. As
observed, the most energy of Sub is compacted on first 40
low-frequency AC DCT coefficients.

(a)

The estimation of the noise to signal energy ration due to
JPEG compression for DCT coefficients is given in Fig. 10.
We can observe that the ratio remains small for the first 40
low-frequency coefficients. So the low-frequency coefficients
are not significantly affected by small distortion caused by
reformatting. In this paper, a feature vector formed by the
first 40 low-frequency AC DCT coefficients in Zigzag order
are chosen for describing motion content in Sub. This kind of
feature vector is denoted as SubV.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

(b)
Fig. 8. An example of spatiotemporal slice blocks DCT. (a) Blocks
segmented from slice, N=32. (b) Corresponding DCT images of blocks,
N=32. The DCT coefficients are clamped to 0 and 255 for display.
1100

A. Sensitiveness and Robustness Analysis
The sensitiveness of proposed method is investigated as
below. A MPEG-1 video with 19200 frames is segmented
evenly into 24 clips. Then the horizontal slice of each clip is
taken to calculate the similarity with all 24 clips. Denote the
SubV sequence of V with SUBV, the similarity between two
clips V and V’ is evaluated by the similarity between SUBV
and SUBV’ computed using (4):

1000
900

DCT coefficient stdev.

In this section, the effectiveness of proposed method is
evaluated with experiments. In order to be effective, formatindependent motion describing should be sensitive to the
variation of video content and robust to the variation of video
format.
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'
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(4)
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Where SubVV denotes the SubV of ith block of slice
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extracted from clip V. d (⋅) is the distance metric defined on
SubV (here L1 distance is applied), and abs (⋅) is the sum of

DCT coefficient index
Fig. 9. The stand deviation of the DCT coefficients derived from 8000
slice blocks. The coefficients are indexed in Zigzag order

the absolute value of elements of SubV. In the experiments,
we set the Sub size as 32×32 and chose the first 40 lowfrequency AC DCT coefficients of Sub to compose SubV.
TABLE I.
SENSITIVENESS TEST

0.016

Noise to signal rario

∑

'

0.014

Similarity

Mean

Stdev.

0.012

Ssame
Sdiff

1.0
0.232157

0.0
0.041292

0.01

Note: Ssame: similarity between the clips having the same content; Sdiff:
similarity between the clips having different content; Mean is the
average value of the similarity; Stdev. is the standard deviation of the
similarity.
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Fig. 10. The expected noise-to-signal ration for the DCT coefficients
derived from 8000 slice blocks. The noise is the variance of the DCT
coefficients obtained when encoding the slice blocks with JPEG-65%.
The coefficients are indexed in Zigzag order

The similarity between video content is assumed to obey
Gaussian distribution. The Mean and Stdev. of similarities
between the clips having same content and the clips having
different content are given in Table I. The results show the
correlation between clips with same content is much larger
than the correlation between clips with different content. This
shows the proposed method is sensitive to different video
content.
Three video clips in MPEG-1 are used in robustness
analysis. The original clips are recompressed in different
formats as shown in Table II. Then we extract both horizontal
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and vertical slices of the original and recompressed clips. Let
SUBVH denote the SubV sequence of horizontal slice of V,
SUBVV denote the vertical one. The similarity of every
reformatted clip and original one is measured using (5) and
(4):
Similarity (V , V ' ) = max( Simi ( SUBV ' H , SUBVH )
(5)
, Simi ( SUBV 'V , SUBVV ) )
The proposed method shows robustness to the variation of
compress format, resolution and aspect ratio even with
‘pillar-box’ (Fig. 11) in experiments. The average values of
the similarities between reformatted clips and original clips
are given in Table II. We can see the similarity of clips with
the same content is larger than Mean + 15×Stdev. of Sdiff in
Table I. According to the properties of Gaussian distribution,
the proposed method can tell the same content from the
different content with very high probability. This shows the
feature used in this paper is robust to the distortions in
digitization and encoding process.
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number of correctly matched copy clips, Cd denotes the
number of matched clips, C r denote the number of actual
copy clips. The Recall and Precision rate defined below are
used to evaluate the effectiveness of methods:
r

Recall (τ ) =

Cd
C

r

r

， Precision(τ ) =

Cd

(7)

Cd

The recall and precision rate of proposed method under
different τ are given in Fig. 12. The recall and precision rate
are both 100% when τ is between 0.2 and 0.35. Besides this,
the recall rate decrease little when τ = 0.15 and precision rate
also decrease little when τ = 0.4. The proposed method is
very stable. The results show the feature proposed in this
paper is robust to the distortions in digitization and encoding
process. And the feature can distinguish different video
content well.
Precision and Recall vs. Threshold
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6

Fig. 11. Reformatted clip with ‘pillar-box’
0.4

TABLE II.
ROBUSTNESS TEST
Reformatted clip
352×288 in AVI

Recall
Precision

0.2

Similarity

0.0
0.05

0.88623

0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55

0.87302

Threshold

512×288 in MPEG-1

0.90397

320×180 in AVI with ‘pillar box’

0.86541

Fig. 12. The recall and precision of proposed method under different
threshold τ

320×240 in MPEG-1 with ‘pillar box’

0.87394

320×180 in AVI

Precision and Recall vs. Threshold
1.2

B. Comparisons with OM Method
The OM based method is used for comparison. According
to [9], the ordinal measure (OM) gives better performance
than motion based and color based features in video copy
detection. Kim developed the OM method by combining
temporal information to gain better performance in [10].
We use about 50 000 frame MPEG-1 videos which have a
variety of content including news, sports and movie as test
sequences. The videos are evenly segmented into 63 clips
(original clips) and reformatted in different formats as
described in Table II.
In the experiments of our method, the Sub size is 32×32
and the first 40 AC DCT coefficients are used. We develop
the copy detection judgmental function COPY as below:

⎧True
'
COPY < V , V >= ⎨
⎩ False

if 1 − Similarity (V , V ) < τ

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

Recal l
Pr eci si on

0.2

0.0
0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

Threshold
Fig. 13. The recall and precision of method proposed in [10] under
different threshold τ

'

else

(6)

Where τ is a predefined threshold. Let Cd denote the
r

In experiment with the method proposed in [10], the
threshold is set as 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2. The results are
given in Fig. 13. The weighting factor balancing between
spatial and temporal distances is set as 0.5. According to [10],
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the temporal OM method gives better performance with these
settings. When threshold is 0.1 the recall and precision are
85%, 100%. When threshold is 0.2 the recall and precision
are 100%, 26%. When threshold is 0.15 the recall and
precision are 92%, 70%.
To compare the proposed method with temporal OM
method proposed in [10], the recall and precision of both
methods at different thresholds are given in Fig. 14. The
result of proposed method is labeled with Pro., the result of
temporal OM is labeled with [10].
Comparision of proposed method and temporal OM
1.20
1.10

Recall

video. The experiments show the describing method is
sensitive to the variation of video content and is robust to the
variation of video format. The comparison with the video
content descriptor used in [10] further indicates the
effectiveness of proposed method.
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